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Vol. 1, No. 1 (1964)

Editors:
Alistair Davidson, Ron Fraser and Anne Kingston

Articles:
Dr TL Suttor, ‘Shades of Green’, pp. 4–12.
T Godfrey-Smith, ‘Plague and the Decline of Medieval Europe: Correlation or Coincidence?’, pp. 13–43.

Reviews:

Vol. 1, No. 2 (1965–66)

Editors:
Anne-Louise Kingston, Mother Mary Pauline Kneipp, OSU, Zenta R Liepa, Robert J Moss
Articles:
P Jennings, MSC, ‘Governor Gipps and the Crown Land Regulations of the 1840s’, pp. 43–47.

Number 3 (1966)

Editor:
John Iremonger, with Margaret George, Maya Sapiets, Carolyn Turner, Don Brech and Philip Brown

Managing Editor:
Martin B Gascoigne

Articles:
KS Inglis, ‘Return to Gallipoli’, pp. 1–10.

Reviews:
Number 4 (1967)

Editor:
John Darling

Editorial Committee:
Margaret George, Caroline Turner, Philip Brown, John Iremonger and Ken Oldmeadow

Managing Editor:
Jeremy Madin

Articles:
IM Britain, ‘The Origins of Novatianism and Donatism’, pp. 64–70.

Notes:

Number 5 (1968)

Editors:
Ian Britain and Jeremy Madin
Editorial Committee:
Penelope Joy, Caroline Turner, John Darling and Michael Thawley

Articles:
KS Inglis and Manning Clark, ‘Anne Fraser’, pp. 5–6.

Reviews:

Number 6 (1969)

Editors:
Ian Britain and Iain McCalman

Editorial Committee:
Rosemary Auchmuty, Bill Garnett, Gerald Garnett, Anne Holmes, Helen McCallum, Michael Thawley, Caroline Turner and BL Wilson

Articles:


Number 7 (1970)

Editors:
Helen McCallum and Rosemary Auchmuty

Editorial Committee:
Hugh Moore, John Pender, Michael Birch and Ashton Robinson

Articles:


Caroline Turner, “‘The Central Theme revisited”: Recent Historians and the Ante-Bellum South’, pp. 26–34.

Denis P Minns, ‘Conciliarism and the Great Western Schism’, pp. 35–41.


Reviews:


Number 8 (1971)

Editors:
Michael Birch and Michael McKernan

Articles:

Reviews:
PA Smith, review of The History of Tasmania, by West (1971), pp. 74–75.
Number 9 (1972)

Editors:
Kim Jackson, Phillipa Weeks and Doug Munro

Articles:

Reviews:
Peter Corris, review of The Destruction of Aboriginal Society; Outcasts in White Australia; The Remote Aborigines, by Rowley (1972), pp. 43–44.


**Numbers 10–11 (1973–74)**

**Editors:**
Doug Munro, Phil Carpenter and KB Jackson

**Articles:**


**Article Reviews:**
KB Jackson, ‘Melanesia, Queensland, Fiji’, pp. 61–64.


**Reviews:**
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Peter Corris, review of This Our Land, by Harris (1973), pp. 73–74.


Peter Spearritt, review of Hobart Town, by Bolger (1973), pp. 75–76.


*This issue includes a list of completed history honours theses at The Australian National University and an index of the ANU Historical Journal, 1964–72.

Volume 12 (1976)

Editor:
PD Hurst

Articles:
Manning Clark, ‘Who Would Want to be a Digger?’, pp. 3–14.
Reviews:


Alan Mayne, review of *Cape Solitary*, by Ericksen (1975), pp. 80–81.

**Volume 13 (1977)**

Editor:
PD Hurst

Articles:


Article Reviews:

Sir Paul Hasluck, ‘Anthologies, Archives and Other Sources’, pp. 55–60.


Reviews:


**Volume 14 (1979–80)**

**Editor:**

Gordon Murdoch Bunyan

**Articles:**


Maurie McNarn, ‘From Imperial Appendage to American Satellite: Australian Foreign Policy and Australian Involvement in the Vietnam War’, pp. 73–86.

**Article Reviews:**


**Reviews:**


Editors:
Jack Grundy and Adrian Stevens

Articles:


*This issue includes an updated index of the ANU Historical Journal, 1964–72.*